GAUSSIAN-MARKOV PROCESSES AND
A BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMO
BY

J. A. BEEKMAN

I. Summary. One purpose of this article is to obtain an integral representation
for a solution of the following boundary value problem :

0 è s < t < T, ye{(-oo,œ)-E}
where £ is a finite set of points, A(t)>0, A'(t), and B'(t) are continuous on
0 zi t zi T, and 8(y, t) and 6y(y, t) are bounded, continuous complex valued functions
forOz^tziT, ye{(-œ,
oo)-E}.
/•CO

(1.2)

lim I

i-*s+

J - 00

g(x)r(x, s\y91) dx = g(y)

(1.3)
(1.4)

for every bounded continuous g.

lim r(x,s\y, t) = 0.
|y|-»°°
dr/dy, d2r¡dy2, dr¡dt

continuous for 0 zZ s < t < T, y e{(-co,

oo)-£}.

drjdy is also continuous if y e E.
We shall also show our solution satisfies a backward version of (1.1)—(1.4),and
is unique. The solution will involve an expectation over the sample functions of a
Gaussian-Markov process.
An «-dimensional version of a similar system has been studied by M. Rosenblatt [21] and D. Ray [20], for the Wiener process where B(t)=0. M. Kac studied
the Wiener version in [15], as did R. H. Cameron in [5], subject to different boundary conditions. A backward time version of (1.1) with different boundary conditions
was studied by the author in [3], as an underlying theorem for generalized Schroedinger equations. The need to develop forward time forms of such equations, and
to weaken the hypotheses on the potential 6(y, t) helped motivate this paper.
R. K. Getoor considered (1.1) for stationary Markov processes in [11], [12].
The principal reference is D. A. Darling and A. J. F. Siegert [8]. They proved that

if:
(1.5)

r{x,s\y,t)

= £<{exp /£ J <¿[x(t), t] tíY x(s) = x, x(i) = y\pix,s;y,t)
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where the expectation is over the paths of a Markov process, and p(x, s; y, t) is
the transition density function of the process, then r is the unique solution of a pair
of integral equations. This was done for a general Markov process. They also
proved that if a principal solution existed for (1.1), then it had to satisfy the pair of
integral equations and hence was the Markovian function. This paper is restricted
to Gaussian-Markov processes and shows that for such a process the corresponding r(x, s\y, t) does satisfy (1.1)-(1.4) as well as the adjoint differential equation and
corresponding conditions. Hence we can conclude that the solution is unique.
The second purpose of the paper is the application of the theorems to calculating
the distributions of functionals defined on Gaussian-Markov processes. The
coefficients Ait) and Bit) for three such processes are quoted and the distribution
for a random walk with two absorbing barriers for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
is considered.

II. Introduction. Let x(i), a^tf^b
with transition density function

be a Gaussian-Markov

stochastic process

p{x, s;y, t) - |- F[x(0 ^ y | x(i) = x]

<2'"

=1M,.)i--etp{-^-yr}.

where

(2.2)

Ais,t) = [«(rKO-^

Pa(0], a es è tab,

(2.3)

«(i) ^ 0, r(i) > 0, a g í é b,

(2.4)

u"{t), v"{t) exist, and are continuous on [a, b],

(2.5)

[vit)u\t)-uit)v'it)]

> 0, a-¿ t -¿b.

Since

lim P[xit) ^ y | x(j) = x] = 1,

y > x

í->s +

= 0,

y < x

with probability one, the transition density function determines a separable and
measurable stochastic process x(t), s^r^t
with x(s) = x, xit)=y with probability
one. The u and v functions specify the process which is not subject to the restriction
x(/) = v. This follows since they determine the mean and covariance functions
of that process. Condition (2.4) insures the continuity of almost all sample
functions [9]. It is well known thatp(x, s; y, t) satisfies the two diffusion equations
of Fokker-Planck, which are (1.1) and (3.3) with 0 = 0, p replacing r, and coeffi-

cients (3.1) and (3.2).
é
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III. Statement of theorems.

Theorem 1. Assume that {x(t ), 0 â t < 00}is a Gaussian-Markov stochastic process
with transition function (2.1) subject to (2.2)-(2.5). Assume that 6(y, t) and 8y(y, t)

are bounded and continuous complex valued functions in S:
0 Ú t zZT < 00, ye {(-co, oo)-£}
where E is a finite set of points.
Then the function r(x, s\y, t) given by (1.5) iwith 8 replacing i£ <f>)
uniquely satisfies

(1.1)-(1.4), as a function of y and t, with
(3.1)

A{t) = [vit)u'it)-u{t)v'it)]¡2,

(3.2)

Bit) = v'{t)¡v{t), Oút

z%T.

Furthermore rix, s\y, t) uniquely satisfies {as a function of x and s):

(3.3)

A(s) 8¿2+ xB{s)—¥%+<Kx, s)r = 0

forO<s<tzZT,

xe{(-oo,

oo)-£}.

/•oo

(3.4)

lim

s->(-

J - 00

g{y)r{x, s\y, t) dy = g(x) for every continuous bounded g.

(3.5)

lim r(x, s\y, t) = 0.
ui-00

(3.6)

dr d2r dr
-¡r->0-5' ó-

are continuous for 0 < s < t z%T,

xe {(—00, 00) —£}.

dr/dx is also continuous if xeE.

Remark. The coefficients (3.1) and (3.2) appear quite specific. However, if an
equation of the form (1.1) is given with ^(i)>0, A\t) and B\t) continuous on
OlktúT, one can use the Ait) and B(t) to construct u(t) and v(t) functions which

satisfy (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (3.1), and (3.2). (See [3, p. 805].) Then if 0{y, t) is as in
Theorem 1, the r function with the constructed

u and v functions satisfies (1.1)-

(1.4),(3.3M3.6).
Theorem 2. Assume that {x(?)>Oáí<oo} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1,
and has a stationary transition density function. Assume that 6iy, t)= —uViy),
—co<y<co, u>0, where V is a nonnegative function for which Viy) and V'{y) are
continuous and bounded, y $ E, E a finite set of points. Let Qiy, t) = r(fi, 0\y, t).

IfÛiy)=Sô e~MQiy,t)dt,X>0, <2is the uniquesolutionof

(3.7)

A^ß-B-^(yQ)-uV(y)Q

= \U,

y * 0, y i E
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where Ai>0) and B are the constants in the forward diffusion equation.

(3.8)

ô'(0 + )-Ô'(0-)=

(3.9)

-IM,

lim VJy~\Qiy)
= O,

|v|-co

Qiy) continuous for all y.

(3.10)

Qiy) continuousfor y j= 0.
Q"iy) continuous for y / 0, y £ E.

(3.11)
Remark.

\ù'iy)\ < C+D/X, C and D constants, y * 0.
The proofs of the theorems are given in §VI.

IV. Uses of the theorems. The theorems of this paper can be used in calculating
the distribution functions of functionals J' <£[x(t), t] dr defined on the trajectories
of a Gaussian-Markov process.

If we let
(4.1)

ff(a; 5, x) = F

<f>[x{r),t] oV < a | x(i) = XI,

then
exp (/fa) c/aa(a; 5, x) = £-< exp

(4.2)

/f

<^[i(t), t] ¿/t

x(^) = X

/•CO

r(x, j|j>, r)a>.
J —CO

Thus the integration of the r function of Theorem 1 yields the characteristic
function of the desired distribution function which can be inverted to yield a.
In some cases the partial differential equation satisfied by r can be converted
to a corresponding Sturm-Liouville equation which can be explicitly solved for r.
See E. Wong [25]. This reference also relates to the work of Darling and Siegert
[8]; it does not consider the existence problems discussed in this paper.
The Q function can be used to give an expression for the distribution function
for a random walk with two absorbing barriers for any Gaussian-Markov process.

F = P\-b
L

(4.3)

< inf x{s) Ú sup x{s) < a I x(0) = 01
OgsSí

Ogsgí

J

= lim f" Qiy,t) dy
U->00 J-

a,

where Qiy, t) satisfies (1.1) subject to conditions (6.17), (1.3), (1.4) with

W.y,0 - euiy) = 0.
= —u,

-b < y < a, a > 0, b > 0
y < -b,

y > a

and E={ —b, a}.
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This follows since the continuity of the sample functions gives

(4.4)

F = lim Fjexp [ [' 0u[x(i)] ds\ x(0) = oj-

This idea was used by M. Kac in [15] and [16]. The expression for P includes as
subcases

P\ sup x{s) < a|x(0) = 0]
[ossst

J

and
F[max

|x(j)| < a I x(0) = 0].

[ossst

J

The r function will be used in developing generalized Feynman integrals similar
to those of [3]. It is expected that those integrals will satisfy a forward time version
of the generalized Schroedinger equation (equation (6.2) of [3]). Fewer restrictions
on the potential 0(x, t) will be used than in [3].

V. An example. Only one example will be considered in detail. However, since
the coefficients of equation (1.1) are basic to all examples, the coefficients Ait)
and Bit) are given for three Gaussian-Markov processes.
Example 1. Wiener process: u{t) = t, v{t) = l, A{t) = l¡2, B{t) = 0.

Example 2. «(/) = *, f(0 = 1-/(1+ 4c2), 0g/< l/(l+4c2), c^O, A{t)=lfi,
B{t)= -(l+4c2)/[l-i(l+4c2)].

This process was first studied by J. L. Doob [9],

and M. Kac [14], with c = 0. In reference [23] I. Vincze considered a process with
this covariance and mean function E{X{t)}= —2ct. Expectations on this process
are related to the zero mean function process by the equation

E{F[x]} = F{F[F(-)-2c(-)]}.
Example 3. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [19]: w(/) = o-V, vit) = e~m, o2>0,
ß>0, A{t) = 2o2ß, Bit)= -ß.
We now consider the distribution P defined by (4.3) for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process. Part of the analysis is similar to that employed in [8] for the double
transform of the distribution of the functional 1/2 f'0sgn x(s) ds for this process.
By Theorem 2 and an extension of (4.3)-(4.4) we must solve

(5.1)

^ß^ß+ß^yE)

+ [-uviy)-X]U = 0,

yt{-b,0,a}

with

Viy) = 0,
= 1,

-b < y < a, a > 0, b > 0
y < -b,

y > a

where (5 is subject to (3.8)-(3.11).
For simplicity we will let o2—\. The retention of ß is because it may be inter-

preted to be the reciprocal of the friction coefficient, and for sufficiently large
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values of the friction coefficient and t, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process serves as a
model for the Brownian motion of an elastically bound particle [13]. (Also see

[19].)
Dividing by ß, and using a transformation

of variables, solutions to (5.1) are

found to be Q = Dki±y) exp (-j2/4) where k = (-uViy)-X)jß
and Dviz) is the
Weber function [24].
Let À'= X/ß and u' = u/ß. To obtain Green's solution we consider Q of the form
Q = cD_u^A\y)

(5-2)

exp (-j2/4),

y > a,

= dD_K(y) exp (-//4)

+ eZ)_A.(-j)

=/£»_v(^)exp(-//4)

+ g/)_A.(->')exp(-//4),

= hD_u._ri-y)

exp i-y2¡4),

exp (->>2/4),

0 < y < a,

-6 < y < 0,

y < -b.

Using the asymptotic expansion for Dk{±y), one sees that

lim V\y~\Dki±y) exp (-//4)

Ij/I-oo

= 0,

which establishes (3.9). Next we use the formula for (d/dy)[exp (—y2¡4)Dk(y)] and
an integral representation for Dk(y) to verify (3.11). Conditions (3.8) and (3.10)
will be obtained by suitable choices of the constants in (5.2).
The conditions imposed on Q and Q' at —6, 0, and a, yield six equations in the
six unknowns. The results are complicated and only intermediate to their results
as the parameter « —*oo, so will not be recorded.
By Theorem 2, we have now uniquely specified Q(y).
By Fubini's Theorem, we have

(5.3)

J"^ Q(y) dy = j" «?-"£jexp [£ 6u[x(s)]dsj | x(0) = 0| dt.

By dominated convergence and (4.4),

(5.4)

lim P Qiy)dy= P e~uPdt.

u-> co J _ oo

Jo

Using an asymptotic expression for Dj(z) as |-\/| -+ °°> [6], one can show that

(8>0)
(5.5)

lim T exp i-y2¡4)D.u,.Kiy)¡D.u-.y

+y{8)dy = 0.

Using equations (10) and (4) of [2, p. 117], and the duplication formula of
Legendre for gamma functions, [18, p. 485], one can show that

(5.6)

Z)v(z)Z)v+1(-z) + Z)v(-z)Z)v +1(z) = 2£\,(0)Z)V +1(0)

for complex z and \f < 0.
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Using (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6), one obtains the new result
/•00

e-ywP\-b

JO

L

(57)

<

inf

OgsSw/i

x{s) Ú

sup x{s) < a I x(0) = 0] dw

OSsSwIß

1

= l/A'-7)_A.(0){exp(-è2/4)[Z)_A.(a)-7)_A-(-a)]
+ exp(-a2/4)[7)_A.(A)-Z).v(-è)]}/

{X'[D^.{a)D-yib)-D_A-à)D-yi-b)]}.
Using (5.6), and letting ß= 1, this expression can be shown to include as subcases
( —¿>-> -co, b=a),
/•oo

(5.8)

Jo

e~MP\ sup x(j) < a I x(0) = 0] dt

Logsát

I

J

= 1/ A{1 - exp ( - a2IA)D_ A(0)/D. A(- a)},

n e-AiF[max |x(i)| < a I x(0) = 0] A

(5.9)

Jo

[ossgi

I

J

= l/A{l-exp i-a2l4)2D„A0)l[D-Aa)+ D-Á-a)]}Expressions (5.8) and (5.9) are contained in [22], and [7], respectively. Another
reference for (5.8) and (5.9) is [4] by Bellman and Harris. Equation (5.7) can also

be derived from [7].
It appears very difficult to invert (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), but formulas similar to
(5.6), and tables of inverse Laplace transforms involving Weber functions, such as
[1, pp. 289-91], may make future inversion possible.

VI. Proofs of theorems. Theorem 1 is similar to Theorem 3 of [3], but because
it uses Gaussian-Markov functions E{F[x] | x(s)=x, x(r) = v} pix, s;y, t) rather
than E{F[x] \ xis) = x} the present analysis is more delicate and not capable of
convenient shortening by references to the earlier proof.
Lemma 6.1. Assume u and v satisfy (2.3)-(2.5), and Ais, t) is as in (2.2). Let
wit) = u{t)lv{t), OètèT. Assume that 0<g-¿v{t)-¿G,0-¿f¿T,
and

M ^ w'it) ä L > 0,

0 ^ t ST.

Then the following results hold:
(1)
(2)

Ais, t)e

| as a function of s, 0 í s á /,

Air, t) > g2[wit)-wit0)]

> 0,

s á t £ h < t,

(3)

£ [Ais, w)] -ll2 dw < 2[wit) - wis)]il2lgL S 2[w(F)]1'2/gL,

(4)

£ [Aiw,t)]-il2dw<

(5)

2[wit)-wis)f'2lgL ^ 2[wiT)Y'2lgL,

£ [Ais, w)Aiw, i)]"1'2 dw < [w(0-H<i)]2r(3/2)r(3/2)/g2Lr(3).
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Proof. A(s, t) = v2{t)[w{t)- w{s)],O^s^tziT. Conclusions (1) and (2) now follow
by the hypotheses on u and v. Results (3) and (4) are similar to a calculation in

[3, p. 795]. Finally
/•t

rw(t)

I [Ais,w)A{w,t)]-í'2dwz%

liy-wis))iwit)-y)]'V2¡g2Ldy

Js

Jw(s)

< [w(t)- w(s)}2r(3l2)F(3¡2)lg2Lr(3).
Lemma 6.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, 8r\8y and 82r\8y2 are continuous
for 0 á s < t z%T, y e {(—oo, oo) —£}. 8r\8y is also continuous if y e E.

Proof. The conditions imposed on 8 insure that r exists for R: 0^s<tz^T,
-co<x, y<co. From [8], the function r satisfies the integral equation
/•!

(6.1)

l"oo

r(x, s\y, t) = p(x, s; y,t)+\

r(x, s\a, r)8(a, r)p(a, r; y, t) da dr.
Js

J - CO

Assume \6(y, t)\ g M, (t, y)eR,y$E.

Then (1.5) yields

(6.2)

z%etMp(x, s;y, t).

\r(x,s\y,t)\

Let G(y, t) equal the iterated integral in (6.1) and fn(y, t) equal the same integral
with the outer limits of integration replaced by s+ 1/w and t—\\n for

n > max (1, l/t—s).
For each n, (8/dy)fn(y, t) may be obtained by differentiation under the integral
sign since the integral converges uniformly in any interval about y. Also
i8¡dy)fniy, t) is continuous in (j, t) for each n. Let
/•i /•»

(6.3)

g{y, 0=11

g

-Q Pi<*,t; y, 0%, r)r{x, s\a, r) da.dr.

Observe that

giy,t)—~-fniy,t)\^\
°y

i

i Js

j-xoy

-¡-pdrdadA + W

|ji-i/nj-oo

—pdrdadr
oy

Lemma 6.1 shows that the second quantity, say \I2\, is bounded by a constant
independent of y.
. .
■«2

=

f"
|z|e-z2'2 , ,
MemG\g?
ff(
f00 \z\e
■
' '
dz dr < oo.
n) —WÍs)) Jt-lln J-oo V^(t,í)
VA(t, t)
V(27Tg)2(w(t-lln)-w(s))

A similar argument applies to \IX\.
Hence the sequence {(8\8y)fn(y, t)} converges uniformly to g(y, t) in any interval
about y. Hence (8\8y)G(y, t) exists, is continuous, and equals g(y, t) in R.
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Thus id¡dy)rix, s\y, t) exists, is continuous in R and

dr,

i

„

^{x,s\y,t)=

-

[v—xCÙ, s)] ,
AfSt))

,

.

Up{x,s;y,t)+giy,t),

.

where we define Cia, b) = via)jv{b),0 ^ a, b ^ T.
With a change of variables, and Lemma 6.1, \giy, t)\ may be proved bounded,
say by K, independent of y and t.
If we assume that \0viy, t)\ ¿,B, iy, t) e R, y $ E, then it follows that

y {6[{y-zVÂTr77))C{T,
t), r]r[x, s \ iy-VAjr~T)z)dr, t), r]}
(6.4)

á {M I iy-zVA~{jri))C{T,t)-xC{r, s)\/Ais,r) + Bem}
■pix,s; iy-zVAir,

t)), t) + MK.

Using (6.4) and a lengthy argument similar to proving iSjdy)G{y, t)=giy,
we obtain

82G,
x
f T zC(t,0
-5-2 (^ 0 = /
dy2K"
Js J-«,VAir,t)

(6.5)

t),

exp(-z2/2) d .. . , ,
\—
3- (0r) dz dr
V2n
8y

where 0 and r are evaluated as in (6.4). This expression for d2G\dy2 is continuous

for (y, t)eR,yfE.
Since id2/8y2)pix, s; y, t) exists and is continuous in the strip R, d2r/8y2 exists
and is continuous there, y $ E, and d2r¡dy2 = d2p¡dy2+ 82G¡dy2.
Proof of Theorem 1. As a first step in obtaining dGjdt we shall rewrite dGjdy to
involve idjdy)[0r] rather than dp/dy. Since

g-piz, r;y, t) = -C(t, 0-^(z,

t;j, 0,

using integration by parts, the vanishing of p for large |z|, the bound on r, and a
change of variables we obtain
,*<*

(6-6)

8G

f

f"

^/

¥ = ÍLC(T'°

^exp(-z2/2)

3 rfl n , j

v^^1*^*

where 0 and r are evaluated as in (6.4).
From (6.3), (6.5), and (6.6), an obvious integration yields

[[Aiw)^ß-Biw)^[yG]]dw

(6.7)

-r/x^é"

Aiw)zCir, w)

V^(t, iv)
—

_. . _,

' +yB{w)C{r, w) }■dz oVdw

5(w)G(>', w) dw.
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We now wish to apply Fubini's Theorem so that the iterated integration can be
performed in the order w, z, t.
With 8 and r written in full in (6.4), a bound on |(S/dy)[0r]| given by (6.4), and
I denoting the triply iterated integral with the integrand replaced by its absolute
value, we have IS/i+/2+^
where the bound on |(3/3y)[0/-]| has been split into
three parts. By Lemma 6.1 J2 and/3 are finite. To handle Jy, we will use a technique

of E. Nelson [17].
There exists a constant N such that
/¿<n

Ar >» \(y-zVA(r,

w))C(t, w)-xC(t,

(6.8) AT^ ü¿-i—"

'-i-^—

s)\312 ,

,

/—;-.._,

p(x, s; (y-zVA(r,

,

,

w))C(r, w), r)

for all values of z, y, x, and t such that s < t. Using (6.8) and an extension of (5),
Lemma 6.1 to an exponent of —3/4, one can show that Jy is finite.
Next we have

^[er)=-\yB(w)

8wl

1/

+ z-â^=\^-[8r]

Va(t, w)\ fy

where 8 and r are given in full in (6.4) with t replaced by w.
Hence, (6.7) becomes

£[A(w)8^ß-B(w)-?-y[yG]]dw

(6.9)
= [ fo

[ eXP^f2/2) C(r, w) ¿ [8r] dw dz ¿r-£

B(w)G(y,w) dw.

If I represents the iterated integral on the right side of (6.9), by performing an
integration by parts on the inner integral, then changing variables, using the
definition of G(y, t), changing variables again, and using Fubini's Theorem,

I = G(y, 0-£

6[y, r]r(x, s\y, r) oY+£ B(w)G(y, w) dw

Thus it is clear that 8G(y, t)\8t exists and is continuous on (0, T) x {(—oo, co) —£}

and we have

(6.10)

A(t) 8^ß-B(t)-^[yG] = ™&J)-6[y,

t]r(x, s\y, t).

Furthermore

in the strip, so that using (6.1), equation (1.1) is satisfied.
For the boundary condition (1.2) let g(x) be a continuous bounded function,
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-oo<x<oo.

By (6.1), we have

/•oo

(6.11)

J-m

39

fleo

g{x)r{x, s\y, t)dx =

'

/«oo

J-a>
ft

gix)pix, s;y,t)

dx

/•»

+

g(x)r(x, S|a, r)0(a, r)/?(a, T;y,t)dadr

dx.

J —00 */s J —00

If I denotes the last integral, by (6.2) and the Chapman-Kolmogorov

equation,

[10],
(6.12)

|I| S r

f \gix)\ezMMp{x,s;y,t)drdx.

J - 00 Js

Since p becomes singular at s=t, x=y9
/•oo

(6.13)

lim I
¡-•S+

g(x)p(x, 5; y, t) dx = g(v)

J - 00

and a similar result holds for |g(x)|. Furthermore,

from (6.12) and the bounded-

ness of g,
lim sup |I| ^ M|g(v)| lim sup

elMdr = 0.

Using (6.11), (6.13), and the zero limit for I, the boundary condition (1.2) follows.
Boundary condition (1.3) follows from (6.2) and the fact that

lim p{x, s; y, t) = 0.
ll/1-.OO

Conditions (1.4) were established in Lemma 6.2.
The uniqueness follows from [8], as stated in the summary.
The backwards system (3.3)-(3.6) is proved along similar lines starting with the
integral equation
rt

r(x, s\y, t) = p(x, s; y,t)+\

/•«o

Js J - oo

p(x, s; a, r)0(a, r)r(a, r\y, t) da dr.

The term xidr/dx) in the backwards equation rather than the term iô/dy)[yr]
in the forward equation eliminates the need for an argument similar to that

following (6.9).
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, and the stationarity of p(x, s; y, t), Qiy, t)
satisfies (1.1) with coefficients A, B, —uViy), for 0</<F,
ye{(-oo,
oo) —E}.
Multiplying by e~M and integrating on / between 0 and T, we have the existence
of a function Qiy, t) which satisfies the equation

A£e-u^Fû*-Bf0e-uTyiyQ(y.w*
(6.14)

uViy)
JJ e-"Qiy,t) dt = £"e~M
^^
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[January

We will now show that it is possible to let T-> oo and interchange integration and
differentiation.
Let j5(w)=f" e~xtp(0, 0; w, t) dt. The existence of p is subsumed in the proof
below of (3.11). This fact plus the conditions on V ensure that the Laplace transform of Q exists. To show that dQ/dy exists and equals J"™e'MdQ(y, t)\8y we
essentially need to show (3.11).
From the bound on 8r\8y established in Lemma 6.2, (6.8), and Lemma 6.1

IljoÍV"¿°y Qiy,t)dt\
Jo

e-M \y\ p(Q o-v t)dt+—
A(0, t)Py ' ,y' '
A

< nÍC

[A(0,t)]~3Ii dt+ r e~M[A(0,t)]~3lidt\+j

K

zi N{4[u(l)lv(l)]lliILg3'2 + e~x[u(l)lv(l)-u(0)/v(0)]"3,4/Ag3'2} +

K
X

Thus

dQAy)= j* e-"-¡¡jQ(y,t)dt
dy

and

dQ(y)\< bound of (6.15)
dy

which establishes (3.11).
Since Q(y, t) is continuous for 0< tz%1, —oo<y<oo and bounded for 1 <r<oo,
—co<y<oo,

T e~M^w^dt - xÔiy)- Qiy,o+).
By using (6.2), (2.1), and (2.2), lim^0+ Qiy, t)=0 fory¥=0.
Using equation (6.14), for any point y0^0,

converges uniformly for \y—y0\ zi8, some 8>0. Hence

"f

d2Qiy) _ Ç" c-MS2Qjy,t)
dy2

Jo

dy2

aU

Thus equation (6.14) transforms to equation (3.7) and the solution Q of (6.14)
transforms to the solution Q of (3.7).
Using dominated convergence and (1.4) gives (3.10).
To establish (3.8), we first bound \Qiy)\ as in (6.15). Next we use the identity

(e>0, 8>0)

L f {f -AW+Biyly<n+«ny)Q}e-»dtdy
= o,
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an integration by parts, and previous formulas to obtain

/£^

(6.16)

-lim
f e-"Qiy,8)dy+Ç
[X+uViy)]Qiy)
dy
*-0+ J-e
J-c
-AÔ'iy)\s-e + B[yÛ]\s-e = 0.

We now use (6.1) to obtain

(6.17)

lim f Q{y,t) dy = 1

for all e > 0.

Í-.0+ J-e

Clearly lim(-.0+ Jlep(0, 0;y, t) dy—l. Using the bound on 0, (6.2), and the
Chapman-Kolmogorov

f

if

I JlvlSe Jo J -oo

equation,

r(0,0|«, r)0(a,r)p{a,r; v, t) da dr dy\ S Í

J |j/| Se

p(0,0; y, t) dyMéMt,

which approaches 0 as r->0 + . Therefore, condition (6.17) is satisfied. We then
let e -> 0 in (6.16) and use the boundedness of V and Q to obtain (3.8).
We obtain (3.9) from an extension of (6.2) due to the form of 0, and dominated
convergence.
Uniqueness will be proved by an argument analogous to one used by M. Kac
in [15]. Assume there are two solutions Qx and Q2 to (3.7)—(3.11).If <f>=Qx-Q2,

then <psatisfies(3.7), (3.9), (3.10),f (0+ )-f (0-) = 0, |f (j)| <2C+2Z)/A,y^O.
Multiplying (3.7) by </>
and integrating between -E and F(F>0,

(6.18)

a[

J-E

F>0), we obtain

</>"<f>dy-B¡y<f>'<f>dy=\[B+ uViy)+ W dy.
J-E

J-E

After integrating each of the first two integrals by parts, we let £->-oo, F->oo
and use the hypotheses on <f>
to obtain

(6.19)

-A T [<p'fdy= ¡X [X+ uViyWdy.
J — 00

J — 00

Since A>0, X+ uViy)>0, we must have <f>iy)
= 0, -cc<y<co.
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